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Parallel Numerics

Exercise 4: Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

The product A × B of two n ges × n ges-matrices A and B is calculated as
follows:

C = A ·B where (C)ij =
n ges∑
k=1

(A)ik(B)kj

A program that calculates this product has to use three independent loops (over
i, j, k). The execution speed of the program depends on the arrangement of
these loops and on the allocation of the memory:
In C you would probably first allocate a vector of type double* containing point-
ers to the rows of the matrices; then you would allocate the memory for the
coefficients in the row by going through a loop over every row, putting a pointer
on the first element of each. The effect would be that the matrix is not neces-
sarily stored in a coherent memory partition such that the rows can be scattered
throughout the memory.
The whole matrix is stored as a linear array in the memory if the whole memory
is allocated at once. Consequently one has to put the pointers to the first entry
of each row in order to address the matrix in the same way as in the other case.
Write a serial program (in C) that does the following:

• Allocate three arrays A,B, and C with n ges× n ges elements (for example
n ges = 400) in the “classical way”.

• Store random numbers in the arrays A and B.

• Calculate the product matrix C. Determine the elapsed time with the func-
tion clock() (in time.h).

• Modify your program such that the matrices are stored in a coherent mem-
ory partition.

• Change the order of the tree loops.

• Use the compiler option -O3 as well as no optimization option.

For the parallel calculation of the matrix-matrix product we apply Cannon’s al-
gorithm. Having n dim ∗ n dim processors available, the matrices A, B, and C
are logically divided into n dim∗n dim blockmatrices A′, B′, and C′. Each block
matrix thus is of dimension n ges/n dim× n ges/n dim, if n ges× n ges is the
dimension of A, B, and C.



The matrix C′ of the process (s,t) in cartesian coordinates indicating its position
is now the sum

C′
s,t =

∑
k

A′
s,k ·B′

k,t

Using Cannon’s algorithm a parallel program for matrix-matrix multiplication
could have the following shape (for each process!):

• Allocate matrices A, B, and C.

• Initialise C = 0.

• Initialise A and B with random numbers.

• Correct arrangement of matrices1:

– For the processes in the i− th row: shift A i times to the left.

– For the processes in the j − th column: shift B j times upward.

• for k=1 to n dim:

– C = C + A · B.

– send A cyclic to the left.

– receive new A cyclic from the right.

– send B cyclic upwards.

– receive new B cyclic from downward.

Make yourselves familiar with the algorithm and implement it.

It is possible (and quite straight forward) to use here the well known MPI func-
tions MPI Send(...) and MPI Recv(...). However, for convenience you can try
the function MPI Sendrecv(...) or the function MPI Sendrecv replace(...)

instead of the latter two. Here the send and receive operations are combined such
that MPI “takes care of the details”.
Fundamentally new is the usage of the MPI functions that allow you to cre-
ate and handle virtual topologies. Here we can use this functions to declare a
virtual topology, i.e. the relations between the processes. The processes then
can be no longer only addressed by the rank but also by cartesian coordinates
which indicate here the position of the corresponding block matrix within the
full matrix. E.g. data shift operations as needed here can be implemented with
ease. For this exercise the usage of the functions MPI Cart create(...) and
MPI Cart shift(...) is recommended.

1If the local matrices A′
s,k and B′

s,k contain the coefficients of the corresponding partition
of A resp. B, this step is necessary. Here we have random entries and the shift is obsolete.


